Create Tailor-Made Combinations

Galileo Desktop 2.x is the foundation of the Galileo system, and includes three user interfaces, letting you book flights, hotels and rental cars quickly and easily.

It’s the perfect combination for experts who value speed and encrypted entry fields, as well as a graphic interface for those who prefer using a mouse. That gives travel agency employees access to a wide range of service providers and offers. The availability and information you are shown is always up-to-date.

1. Focalpoint: The expert mode – flight, hotel and/or rental car bookings are generated using codes here. With a comprehensive communications and information system built in.

2. Viewpoint: The graphic booking interface – no codes here, bookings are made with a click. Training costs are reduced to a minimum.

3. Point&Click: Intuitive and speedy variant – offers agents a perfect overview and fast comparison of availabilities. Additional info and details worth knowing can be pulled up at the click of a mouse.

4. TraviToolbar: Now with even more links to the most common functions, which are indispensable when giving travel advice.

5. Custom Viewpoint: Through the graphic interface, finished scripts enable a wide range of different automated work and booking processes (including rewriting/depositing tickets, Australian visas, Timatic, customer requests and more).

6. TraviXPoint: Offers fast and direct access via hot keys to different transactions (such as access to websites, Viewpoint section masks and scripts), and enables a combination of more than one interface on a single work level.

www.traviaustria.com
TraviAustria update function – so your desktop is always up-to-date
Update the latest changes (including new scripts, buttons and more) yourself – in your own time, anytime.

You want:
• To offer your customers high-value service
• To fulfil customer requirements within the shortest possible time
• To simplify your daily booking processes, so minimising errors
• To switch quickly between expert mode and graphic booking interface
• To settle fees and services simply at ticket deposit (MCO) and produce an MCO coupon for your customers
• Additional selection options, when carrying out a hotel or rental car search, for example
• Low training costs
• A strong all-round air travel service for your customer

Use TraviXpoint with the following highlights:
• Fast and direct access to section masks and scripts in Viewpoint and on websites
• No need to switch to Viewpoint interface to perform functions such as reserving seats, etc.
• Simplify and automate work steps
• Minimise input errors
• Stay up-to-date at all times using the update function

For further details please contact our sales team or visit our website
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